Abstract :-Human eyes can identify person identities based on small salient regions, i.e. person saliency is distinctive and reliable. Saliency relates to matching regions with attributes that make a person distinctive and are useful in finding the same person across camera views. Person re-identification with saliency learning can be applied in human tracking, surveillance , retrieval etc.
I INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification is to match images observed from non-overlapping camera views based on image appearance. It has important applications in video surveillance such as human retrieval, human tracking, and activity analysis. It saves a lot of human efforts on exhaustively searching for a person from large amounts of images and videos. Nevertheless, person re-identification is a very challenging task. A person observed in different camera views undergoes significant variations on viewpoints, poses, and illumination, which make intrapersonal variations even larger than interpersonal variations. Image blurring, background clutters and occlusions also cause additional difficulties. [1] Variations of viewpoints and poses commonly exist in person re-identification, and cause misalignment between images. Many methods match pedestrian images by first computing the difference of feature vectors and then the similarities based on such difference vectors, which is problematic due to the spatial misalignment. Salient regions in pedestrian images provide valuable information in identification.
Salient region could be a body part or a carrying accessory. Some salient regions of pedestrians are highlighted with yellow dashed boundaries in size, saliency information is often overwhelmed by other features when computing similarities of images. In this paper, saliency means regions with attributes that 1) make a person distinctive against potential distracters, and 2) are reliable in finding the same person across camera views. Salient regions are not limited to body parts , but also include accessories, but also include accessories , which are often considered as outliers and removed in existing approaches. With the aim to improve the performance of reidentification, person saliency is considered as visual patterns that distinguish a person from others, while general saliency draws visual attention within a single image to capture salient foreground objects from background. Surveillance in public places is widely used to monitor various locations and the behaviour of people in those areas. Reidentification can play a part in processes that is needed for activity analysis and event recognition or scene analysis. To track the same person in different cameras, the system must be robust against illumination changes and outdoor clutter. as baggage, folders and umbrellas as shown in Figure 1 , which are often considered as outliers and removed in existing approaches. Our computation of saliency is based on the comparison with images from a large scale reference dataset rather than a small group of persons. Therefore, it is quite stable in most circumstances.
II LITERATURE SURVEY
In this section, we review some existing feature matching methods. Because of our interest in transformation models and constraints, we focus on what transformation models or transformation invariants do the methods support. Assuming aglobal transformation between the template and the input image, one can estimate the transformation parameters between them by different parameter fitting methods, such as least squares, least-median-of-squares (LMedS), RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC), etc. Among them, the RANSAC and its variants have the ability to tolerate a large amount of outliers and are therefore widely used in different computer vision applications.
However, the major limitation of the fitting methods is that they are only capable of handling global transformations. Graph matching methods have a long history and regained much attention since 2005 [4] , [17] . In graph matching methods, every feature point is modelled as a graph node, and pairs of feature points in a same point set are modelled as graph edges. For each edge, some geometric properties are calculated from its pair of feature points. Two most common pair wise geometric properties are the distance and the direction between a pair of feature points. The former geometric property is invariant to a rigid transformation of the two points, while the latter one is invariant to simultaneous translation or scaling of the two points. In graph matching, one can determine how well an edge in one graph matches an edge in another graph by comparing the two edges' geometric properties. Berg et al. [4] modelled the graph matching problem as a integer quadratic programming (IQP) model, where linear terms and quadratic terms of the objective function represent node-to-node and edge-to-edge affinities between the two graphs, respectively. The IQP model is then relaxed into a continuous domain and solved. The continuous result is truncated back to the domain of integers to obtain node-to-node correspondences. Leordeanu and Hebert [17] encoded all the above affinity information into a matrix, where diagonal and off-diagonal entries record node-to-node and edge-to-edge affinities, respectively. The correspondences are obtained by mapping the principal eigenvector of the matrix to the discrete solution space using a greedy algorithm. To automatically set the weights of different terms in the affinity matrix, supervised and unsupervised learning methods optimizing the weights were proposed. Cour et al. proposed a spectral relaxation method for the graph matching problem that incorporates one-to-one or one-to-many mapping constraints, and presented a normalization procedure for existing graph matching scoring functions that can dramatically improve the matching accuracy. Torresani et al. proposed a dual decomposition method to decompose the original graph matching problem into "easier" sub problems. Lower bounds provided by solving the sub problems are then maximized to obtain a global solution.
Most recently, Liu and Yan proposed an algorithm to discover all common visual patterns within two sets of feature points. It optimizes the same objective function as that of [17] but with different constraints. It showed its effectiveness in recovering visual common patterns no matter whether the matching's between them are one-to-one or many-to-many. Further literature survey reveals graph based matching scheme Torki and Elgammal presented a novel two-step graph matching method. Given two groups of feature points with pairwise intra-group and intergroup affinities, the two groups of feature points were first embedded into a unified Euclidean space via Laplacian Embedding. [4]A bipartite graph matching was then applied to the embedded feature points to efficiently recover point-to-point correspondences. One disadvantage of graph matching methods is their high computation complexity. Another disadvantage of graph matching methods is that the most commonly used secondorder edges (edges connecting two nodes) in graph matching methods can encode a limited number of geometric invariants. Zass and Shashua for the first time tried to solve the feature matching problem via hypergraph matching, whose high-order edges can encode more complex geometric invariants. The method's output is a probabilistic result rather than traditional .
Duchenne et al. encoded affinities between two hyper graphs into a tensor and proposed a power iteration method to effectively recover the tensor's principal eigenvector with sparse prior. Mapping the eigenvector to the discrete solution space generates desired node-to-node correspondences. Similar to graph matching methods, hyper graph matching methods implicitly integrate geometric invariants into the objective function. But their hyper edges are able to encode more complex geometric invariants. For instance, a third-order hyper edge can provide similarity invariant using angles of the triangle defined by its three nodes; a fourth-order hyper edge can provide affine invariant by calculating the ratio between the areas of any two of the triangles defined by its four nodes. Although the hyper graph matching methods can provide geometric invariants to more complex transformation, these methods have even higher computation complexity compared with graph matching methods. Dynamic programming also showed its effectiveness in matching tasks. Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [10] presented the first dynamic programming based matching method. Dynamic programming was utilized to optimize a tree model, where each node represents the best position of a pictorial part. Jiang et al. proposed a novel formulation to explicitly solve scaling and rotation parameters for all template feature points using Linearly Augmented Tree (LAT) constraints. Due to the LAT's special structure, the proposed formulation was then solved by dynamic programming. This method can handle global similarity transformations if the cost function is associative and the adjacency graph has no loops. 
III CONCLUSION
Saliency mechanisms can play an important role in the development of robust visual recognition systems. I proposed a computational definition of saliency that deviates from existing models by equating saliency to discrimination. In particular, the salient attributes of a given visual class are defined as the features that enable best discrimination between that class and all other classes of recognition interest. It is shown that this definition leads to saliency algorithms of low complexity, which are compatible with existing models of early biological vision.
Person re-identification with saliency helps to identify intra-personal variations by concentrating on part of image and recognizing the person. Salient regions in pedestrian images provide valuable information in identification. However, if they are small in size, saliency information is often overwhelmed by other features when computing similarities of images. Saliency means regions with attributes that make a person distinctive against potential distracters, and are reliable in finding the same person across camera views. In future plan to develop an application based on saliency identification and matching.
